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Minutes of the Meeting of the Conservation Areas Advisory Committee  
of Saddleworth Parish Council 

Held at the Civic Hall, Lee Street, Uppermill on Friday 28th September 2012 
 

There were present:  Cllr.  Mr. M. Buckley - Chairman 
    Mr. J. Grayson 

  
Apologies: Cllr. Mr. Bill Cullen, Mr. J. Carr, Mr. D. Chadderton, Mr. A. Petford & Mr. D. Sanders 
 
The minutes of the meeting held on Friday 31st August 2012 were approved as a correct record 

 

Ref:   Applicant    Location 

PA/332940/12  Mrs Merilainen   Rear of 9 & 9A Diglea, Diggle 

        Conversion of disused barn to residential 

        property and two storey rear extension. 

 

Recommendation: REFUSAL    The concept of a modernist extension in 

        this hamlet of 18th century stone cottages 

        and agricultural buildings is inappropriate. 

        In no way can it be seen to complement the 

        existing character of the area and its  

        modern appearance would be seen as an 

        intrusion. In our opinion the design of the 

        extension is also poor.  The fenestration is 

        a hotch potch of horizontal and vertical 

        windows arranged arbitrarily under a flat 

        roof.  The original proposed material of 

        aluminium window frames and white  

        render would be a dominant and  

        incongruous feature in a  hamlet of dark 

        stone walls and roofs. The proposed  

        change of render to wood cladding would 

        not, in our opinion, improve the situation.   

        It is strongly advised that the barn should 

        not be cleaned as this would destroy the 

        harmony and integrity of the Conservation 

        area as well as possibly damage to the 

        stone  work.   

________________________________________________________________________________ 

LB/332872/12  Mr & Mrs Edwards   Boot Cottage, Running Hill Gate, Uppermill 

        Alterations and extension to existing listed 

        building. 

 

Recommendation: REFUSAL    This building was the original Bank Top 

        Farmhouse before the adjoining 19th  

        century Bank Top House was built. It `
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        contains a 1633 datestone indicating the 

        antiquity of a stone dwelling on the site, 

        although the present structure is later. It is 

        historically important as the residence for 

        a time of the Revd. John Lees, the curate 

        of Saddleworth during the 17th Century and 

        of his grandson another John Lees, the 

        talented local cartographer and surveyor 

        who combined this profession with that of 

        a woollen weaver and was responsible for 

        the 1770 manor map of Saddleworth.  The 

        cottage’s original two bay structure was 

        altered by the developments of the 1980’s 

        when a substantial third bay was added. 

        The present proposals are unacceptable, 

        firstly because they are on the front of the 

        building which faces west and detracts 

        from what is its main elevation. Secondly, 

        the proposals enlarge the footprint of the 

        original cottage several times with the loss 

        of its modest two bay design. Finally, the 

        modern fenestration of the proposed  

        extension detracts from the modest  

        character of what is essentially a small 17th 

        century cottage. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

PA/332995/12 Mr J Taylor    Church Inn, Church Lane, Uppermill 

        Canopy to front elevation 

 

Recommendation: REFUSAL     The proposed canopy would have a very 

        detrimental effect on the character of the 

        Conservation Area. The front of the public 

        house is the main elevation and makes a 

        major contribution. Its Georgian  

        proportions would be severely obscured 

        by a front extension of this nature. The 

        proposed canopy is incongruous being 

        Victorian and distinctly urban in  

        appearance.      

 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
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COMMENTS ON OTHER APPLCIATIONS 

HH/332877/12 Mr & Mrs Hopwood    17 Spurn Lane, Diggle  

        Erection of first floor side extension 

 

Recommendation: APPROVAL    The principle of this extension and design 

        is felt to be generally in keeping with the 

        rest of the row. The loss of the chimney 

        and the two gable windows is regretted. 

        The extension including the roof should be 

        constructed from matching reclaimed 

        materials 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

HH/332987/12 Mr B Taylor    Shiloh Farm, Shiloh Lane, Strinesdale  

        1) Erection of single storey front extension  

        2) Rebuild porch  

        3) Part two storey/part single storey side 

        extension 

 

Recommendation: APPROVAL    The proposed extensions will go some way 

        to restoring the original appearance of this 

        property. The remaining barn door  

        fragment indicates that this was once a 

        laithe house and the infill should respect 

        the former agricultural nature of this part 

        of the building. The proposed barn door is 

        acceptable in principle however its  

        proportions need careful consideration in 

        order to reflect this previous use. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 


